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I. Pamela Smart Never Had a Sentencing Hearing. 

Unlike the men who stood over Greg Smart and killed him by gunshot to the back of his 

head, all of whom are now on parole, Pamela Smart was sentenced to life imprisonment without 

the possibility of parole because of a legislatively mandated minimum sentence.  She was 22 

when convicted of accomplice to murder, has been incarcerated 28 years and remains so at 

Bedford Hills Correctional Facility. 

The judiciary never had an opportunity to determine whether the punishment fit the 

offender as well as the crime or whether it was inappropriately disparate from the sentence of the 

shooters or to give effect to the guidance of the New Hampshire Constitution (Pt. first, art. Xvii) 

that “the true design of all punishments [is] to reform, not to exterminate.” 

Executive Grace is the sole mechanism to individualize her punishment -- access to 

which is guaranteed to every New Hampshire citizen as of the present. 

II. Breadth of Support for the Petition. 

The State’s opposition attempts to discredit Ms. Smart’s wide-ranging support from the 

academic, celebrity, religious, philanthropic and other communities as well as decades of prison 

authorities and fellow inmates among others. 

The State attacks only 3 of 125 persons who have written letters of support for a 

favorable exercise of clemency -- all 125 of them having stated their personal basis and reasons 

for urging relief.  See generally Petition, Appendix A, Letters and Signatures of Support.  These 

are in addition to the thousands of signatures from persons resident or formerly resident in New 

Hampshire and elsewhere. 

Most of the letters are from persons who have known Pamela Smart from childhood, met 

her in prison or exercised leadership and authority over her during her nearly 28 years 

incarceration.  It is odd to us that the State points out that some of the letters are from friends and 
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relatives.  Individuals who well know her, such as family and friends, are likely the best to attest 

to her sincerity, maturation, remorse and character and to assess the value she could be to the 

community if granted an opportunity for parole. 

The humanity Pamela Smart exhibits comes through clearly in an appreciation from her 

fellow inmates who daily interacted with her.  Taliyah Taylor called her “the Mother Teresa of 

Bedford Hills.  Her character is on the scale of someone divinely appointed.” 

Gloria Steinam, the legendary feminist leader, author, journalist and publisher focused on 

the inequality of Pamela Smart’s sentence compared to the murderers.  She also emphasizes that 

“[h]er time is spent in helping inmates and inspiring them . . . improving the quality of their 

lives, both literally and metaphorically.  I beg you to look into this case.  She deserve to be 

released back into freedom, and the larger society deserves her work and contribution.” 

Kate Millet, revered author of eleven books, artist and educator visited with Pamela 

Smart at Bedford Hills before Ms. Millet passed away.  She notes her achieving two Master’s 

Degrees while imprisoned.  Ms. Millet observed her “gut and determination to study in the midst 

of chaos” and commented “Surely it’s time to let her out.” 

III. Pamela Smart’s Activities At Bedford Hills After Preparation of the Petition. 

Pamela Smart’s Academic Degrees and achievements, volunteer work, group 

participants, programs attended with Certificates awarded, inmate progress reports and honor 

floor references are contained in Appendix B to the Petition and summarized at pp. vii-ix in the 

Table of Contents to the Petition’s Memorandum in Support of the Petition. 

The following are achievements and participations in 2018 and thereafter. 

A. Enrolled in Doctorate Program in Biblical Studies with Christian Leadership 

University in New York (see https://www.cluonline.com/doctoral-degrees.) 
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B. Pastor of Protestant Church -- appointed as by Pastor as Director of Liturgical 

Praise Dance Ministry. 

C. Enrolled in three Rehabilitation through the Arts programs in which her peers 

elected her to a leadership position: 

1. Acting 

2. Music Therapy 

3. Performance Theater 

D. Elected in 2018 and reelected in 2019 by the inmate population from a pool of 

peer invited candidates as one of two trusted Inmate Grievance Representatives (IGR). 

1. An IGR is given special passes to move throughout the facility, including 

all housing units and program areas. 

2. An IGR maintains all inmate grievance files, makes all log book entries 

and produces monthly and yearly reports for all grievances. 

3. An IGR codes and catalogs all incoming grievances, investigates them and 

seeks to resolve them on behalf of the grievant. 

4. An IGR sits as a voting member of a three person hearing panel if there is 

not agreed resolution.  

5. An IGR is responsible for forwarding appeals to the facility superintendent 

and to the Department of Corrections Central Office Review Committee. 

IV. The State’s Focus on the Trial Evidence, the Conviction and Judicial Sentencing 
Factors is Misplaced. 

The State’s opposition misconstrues the gravamen of the Petition spending more than half 

its effort to reprise the horror of the murder and trial evidence and thus seeks to undercut the 

request for commutation. 
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Had Pamela Smart’s Petition sought a pardon, she would be asking for remission, 

annulment, or forgiveness.  The Petition does none of that.  

The Petition -- a plea for mercy -- invokes executive grace in light of the last 28 years of 

her life, changing mores in much of our land as to mandatory minimums, her legislatively 

mandated sentencing disparity compared with the murderers now on parole and recognition that 

there are lingering questions about fairness of the trial based on information learned after all 

judicial relief was exhausted.  It seeks executive grace and humane consideration for herself as 

well as a symbol of hope and redemption for others.  

Each case seeking commutation, of course, will be considered on all of its factors.  In 

Pamela Smart’s case, she accepts she was found guilty by a jury and no court has granted her 

relief.  She does not seek a pardon or annulment.  Rather, in light of the full record, she asks 

whether she has been punished enough in all circumstances and whether now, some 28 years 

later, a parole opportunity would provide benefit to her and the community rather than a safety 

risk. 

The executive clemency function is a discretionary act. It encompasses circumstances 

outside the judicial process and was employed at common law by English sovereigns and 

incorporated into federal and state law by the early U.S. reception statutes. When a matter is 

before the Executive,  

“[T]he heart of executive clemency … to grant clemency as a 
matter of grace [allows] the executive to consider a wide range of 
factors not comprehended by earlier judicial proceedings and 
sentencing determinations”1

1 Ohio Adult Parole Authority v. Woodard, 523 U.S. 272, 281 (1998) (Rhenquist, C.J.) paraphrasing United States v. 
Wilson, 32 U.S. 150, 160 (1833) (Marshall, C.J.) 
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The State seems incapable of saying that a person who does not admit guilt could (and in 

some cases should) ever be paroled.  It ignores the genuine deep remorse of Pamela Smart for 

her involvement with Mr. Flynn, and for the death of husband as a consequence.  She has 

expressed that remorse in the petition and in public comments before and after its filing.  See 

Pamela Smart -- How-Long a Prison Sentence is Enough?  https://www.creators.com/read/diane-

diamond/08/18; Also, Roiq-Franzia, Do You Remember Pamela Smart, Washington Post, 

January 15, 2019 (at https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/style/wp/2019/01/15/feature/the-

enduring-appeal-of-pamela-smart-the-misunderstood-murderess/?utm_term.10f507e410dO.  

V. The 2018 “First Step Act” and the Continuing Evolution of Sentencing Record 

In the Memorandum at Point V on page 17, the petition referenced a U.S. Senate Bill on 

Sentence and Corrections Reform (2017). 

On December 21, 2018, the President signed into law bipartisan legislation at the federal 

level focused on reducing wholesale mandatory minimum laws and long punitive prison 

sentences, especially as to certain drug offenses by teenagers and young adults as a “first step.”  

Despite putting off additional reforms, the law makes retroactive the federal Fair Sentencing Act 

of 2010 which reduced disparity in sentencing of certain drug offenses -- expanding judicial 

discretion and limiting the “three strikes rule,” -- and retroactively increasing eligibility for 

“good time credits” and expanded “earned time credits” for those successfully participating in 

vocational programs. 

Though the legislation does not apply to state convictions, it reflects a broad reassessment 

of the efficacy of mandatory minimums and the absence of studies showing that lengthy 

sentences promote public safety or give long term prisoners hope of redemption. 
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VI. The State Fails to Adequately Address the Sentencing Disparity Among Co-
Defendants 

The State misunderstands Ms. Smart’s argument that her sentence was disproportionate 

to the sentences of her co-defendants.  First, the State argues that Ms. Smart’s co-defendants 

were entitled to lesser sentences and consideration of mitigating factors because they chose to 

plead guilty and cooperated with the State.  (See Opp’n at 40-44).  When distilled, the State’s 

argument is that Ms. Smart deserves a harsher punishment because she went to trial despite her 

consistent assertion of innocence and the fact that the shooters, facing with being tried as adults 

with a possible death penalty, coordinated their testimony to plea bargain. 

The State glosses over Ms. Smart’s detailed discussion of the trend toward considering 

similar disparities for executive clemency.  (See Pamela Smart’s Commutation Pet. At 20-25.)  

The State’s argument (at Opp’n p. 39) that “what other States have done with their murder cases 

is not binding on New Hampshire” is curious since neither Pamela Smart nor any court has ever 

claimed that the New Hampshire Governor is lawfully bound to follow reasoning or decisions of 

other States’ governors or, for that matter, bound to summarily reject what other States’ 

governors have decided in analogous circumstances.  Rather, Ms. Smart is requesting that the 

recent school of thought regarding commutation, as demonstrated by other governors’ actions in 

similar situations, be considered.  Nothing forecloses the Governor doing so. 

The State also wrongly opposes Ms. Smart’s petition on the basis that she must 

demonstrate her punishment was “grossly disproportionate to the crime,” and cannot meet this 

burden.  (Opp’n at 40.)  The State is fundamentally incorrect that Pamela Smart bears any such 

burden.  While that standard may be applicable to judicial determinations of whether a trial court 

abused its discretion in dolling out a particular sentence, it is not a requirement of executive 

commutation.  Moreover, the blunt assertion that one convicted of murder could never meet this 
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burden is unsupported and completely contradicts the State’s endorsement of the lesser sentences 

of her co-defendants, who were likewise classified by both the State and the criminal justice 

system as “murderers.”  This argument entirely ignores the growing rejection of life-without-

parole sentences in the United States as unfairly disproportionate, including the many individual 

states which have removed it from their criminal code. 

The State’s argument that her sentence was not disproportionate to similarly situated 

defendants is further flawed.  The State points to two cases where a co-defendant in New 

Hampshire received life-without-parole sentences while the person who actually committed the 

violent act received a lesser sentence because of a guilty plea.  State v. Sanchez, 152 N.H. 625 

(2005); State v. Saunders, 165 N.H. 342 (2012).  The argument that Ms. Smart’s sentence is 

therefore proportional to the sentences of similar defendants in New Hampshire is unpersuasive.  

All of these co-defendants were sentenced pursuant to a mandatory statutory scheme, and the 

cases discussed are not requests for commutation.  See N.H. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 630:1-a, III 

(LexisNexis 2018).  In short, Pamela Smart is not challenging the sentencing scheme for 

accomplice to murder, but is asking for a holistic examination of her specific case, unique 

circumstances, stellar record and achievements viewed as of today.  Further, these two cases 

provide little precedential value as neither defendant had the same prison record as Ms. Smart; 

nor had either defendant served as long as Ms. Smart.  

VII. The State Makes Light of Pamela Smart’s Achievements 

Despite having no challenge to the decades of substantial achievements and service to 

others which the Petition records, the State seeks to discredit Pamela Smart’s recounting as 

inspired by self-serving motives and to avoid infractions.  (Opp’n at 33)  This adversarial 

speculation is unworthy of presentation.  It undercuts the rehabilitation of inmates and order and 
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morale.  It demeans individual character.  It reduces building positive value within the prison 

setting. 

VIII. The State Wrongly suggests THAT Ms. Smart Requested to be Released Into the 
Public (Opp’n at 2, 33, 35) 

To be clear, Ms. Smart is requesting a sentence modification by removing the parole 

limitation, whether commuting her sentence to 28 years or some other period as the Governor 

deems appropriate. 
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Conclusion 

The New Hampshire Constitution makes plain that the State’s “true” objective of 

punishment is to “reform, not to exterminate” individuals convicted of crimes--a fact that the 

State does not address.  N.H. Const. pt. first, art. xviii (emphasis added).  Through her robust 

academic, philanthropic, and personal achievements while in prison, Pamela Smart has embodied 

the idea of reformation since her 1991 imprisonment, making her a model candidate to fulfill the 

State’s important mandate of reformation, not extermination.  Pamela Smart’s sentence should be 

modified to eliminate the “without the possibility of parole” condition and her sentence declared 

as time served or establish an early date of eligibility for parole. 

Respectfully, 

By: _______________________ 
Robert E. Juceam 
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